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INTRODUCTION

In 2004, Diane Klenke was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer and given three  
months to live.1 Klenke chose to be treated at the Block Center for Integrative Care,  
which specializes in integrative health care—traditional approaches alongside  
alternative and complementary therapies.2 After undergoing chemotherapy along  
with complementary and alternative nausea, nutrition, and stress-management  
therapies, Klenke’s cancer went into remission and has stayed that way.3 Klenke  
worked with the Block Center to successfully persuade her insurance company to  
cover her entire course of treatment and follow-up treatments, including the  
complementary and alternative approaches she chose.4 Despite a growing demand  
for such integrative care and a resultant increase in insurance coverage of alternative  
and complementary treatments, as one author reported, the “Path to Alternative  
Therapies [Remains] Littered with Obstacles.”5  

The complementary and alternative health-care sector of the United States has  
experienced widespread growth in the past decade.6 Market growth has been fueled  
by a trend among patients toward alternative practices that are believed to be less  
costly, more in line with patient values, and more capable of easing pains associated  
with illnesses that cannot be cured by traditional medicine.7 Consequently, various  
complementary and alternative disciplines are being practiced more widely  
throughout the United States.8  

The market for complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) is also  
benefitting from changes in the insurance landscape. An increasing number of  
employers now cover alternative health-care options pursued by their employees.9
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Many proponents of alternative care have expressed enthusiasm that policies sold on health-care exchanges pursuant to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, commonly referred to as the Affordable Care Act (ACA) or “Obamacare,” will also cover alternative-care options. Despite valid supporting argumentation, this Note argues that such enthusiasm may be overstated and premature because counterarguments suggest that CAM will be adversely affected by the new legislation. The language of the ACA, which includes mechanisms for both stimulating CAM development and impairing the CAM system, has thus created a battleground for the latest installment of verbal and political warfare between proponents and opponents of alternative care. Federal and state regulators should seriously consider the arguments raised in such discourse in order to properly interpret and enforce the relevant ACA provisions.

Part I of this Note outlines a variety of medical techniques that are considered to be complementary and alternative practices, and it presents evidence of CAM’s growing influence in the United States. Part I also provides a concise summary of some of the most important features of the ACA. Part II analyzes the potential impact of the ACA on CAM. Part II focuses first on those provisions of the ACA that are believed to be supportive of CAM; however, Part II then proposes potential counterarguments ignored or overlooked by those who believe that the ACA will favorably impact CAM. Part III outlines the importance of advocacy in this battle between competing interpretations of the ACA and ultimately suggests that the ACA should be interpreted and enforced in a manner that takes both understandings into consideration.


11. For example, during his twenty-five years as secretary of the American Medical Association (AMA) and editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association, Morris Fishbein called chiropractors “killers” and led an active antichiropractic campaign. Even after Fishbein’s removal, the AMA continued its push for the elimination of chiropractic. See, e.g., Richard DeAndrea & John Wood, Breakthrough Cures: Revolutionary Answers to the Deadliest Diseases 27 (2010); Dr. Morris Fishbein Dead at 87; Former Editor of A.M.A. Journal, N.Y. Times, Sept. 28, 1976, at 42. The AMA has also been accused of trying to buy out Harry Hoxsey, a developer of a purported herbal remedy for cancer. When he refused the buyout, the AMA allegedly caused the clinician to be arrested 125 times in sixteen months. “The AMA, NCI (National Cancer Institute), and FDA organized a ‘conspiracy’ to ‘suppress’ a fair, unbiased assessment of Hoxsey’s methods, according to a 1953 report to Congress.” DeAndrea & Wood, supra, at 29–30. As a last example, the AMA has been accused of conspiring to shut down the practice of homeopathy. To support such an accusation, proponents cite to the fact that in 1900, there were twenty-two homeopathic medical schools, one hundred homeopathic hospitals, and over one thousand homeopathic pharmacies in the United States. However, in 1918, eight years after an AMA report criticized the practices, only seven homeopathic medical schools remained in existence. Id. at 27.
I. THE RISE OF COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE AND THE INTRODUCTION OF THE PATIENT PROTECTION AND AFFORDABLE CARE ACT

A. What Is Complementary and Alternative Medicine?

CAM is a term that encompasses a vast array of practices, procedures, and products that are not currently accepted as mainstream, orthodox medicine but that are nevertheless used to treat human ailments.\(^{12}\) CAM approaches are not part of conventional medicine because there is insufficient proof that they are safe and effective.\(^{13}\) Although there are numerous types of CAM, some of the most popular and well-known types include homeopathy, chiropractic, acupuncture, naturopathy, massage therapy, and meditation.\(^{14}\)

Homeopathy involves treating an individual with highly diluted substances in hopes of triggering the body’s natural system of healing.\(^{15}\) The underlying principle of such a practice is that ailments can be treated “like with like.”\(^{16}\) In other words, a substance that causes symptoms when taken in relatively large quantities will be diluted in order to serve as a treatment for those same symptoms.\(^{17}\) For example, because coffee is believed to cause sleeplessness and agitation, coffee in the form of a homeopathic medicine could be used to treat people with insomnia or irritability.\(^{18}\) Various members of the medical community have referred to homeopathy as “quackery,”\(^{19}\) “nonsense,”\(^{20}\) or even “a sham.”\(^{21}\)

Chiropractic medicine focuses on the musculoskeletal system and the nervous system.\(^{22}\) Chiropractic treatments consist of diagnosis and corresponding manipulations of misalignments of the joints—especially the spinal column—to restore joint mobility and decrease pain.\(^{23}\) Chiropractic medicine has also been the
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subject of criticism, though that criticism has recently waned. 24 For instance, the AMA, whose secretary once referred to chiropractors as “rabid dogs[,] . . . playful and cute, but killers,”25 has recently recommended seeking chiropractic care before pursuing more invasive measures to cure back pain.26

Acupuncture, a traditional Chinese practice, involves the insertion of thin needles just below the surface of the skin at strategic points on an individual’s body.27 Traditional Chinese acupuncturists believe that this technique balances the flow of energy—referred to as qi—through pathways, known as meridians, in the patient’s body.28 The insertion of needles into specific points along these meridians is intended to rebalance the patient’s energy flow and thereby treat pain.29 In comparison, many Western practitioners believe that the placement of the needles stimulates nerves, muscles, and connective tissues, resulting in increased activity of the body’s natural painkillers.30 The use of acupuncture to treat certain conditions has been endorsed by the National Institutes of Health31 and the World Health Organization;32 however, some medical professionals object to these endorsements because the research cited in support of acupuncture’s effectiveness is believed to be scientifically flawed.33

Naturopathy is a form of CAM based on a belief in vitalism, which theorizes that health is “restored by raising the vitality of the patient, initiating the regenerative capacity for self-healing.”34 Naturopathy uses a wide variety of approaches such as changes in nutrition, herbal treatments, manipulations of the body, exercise regimens, and stress-reduction techniques.35 Naturopathic treatments are thus focused on the causes, rather than the symptoms, of the disease and generally avoid the use of any surgery or pharmaceuticals.36 Although naturopaths themselves have
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admitted to being “out there.” 37 They emphasize that some naturopathic doctors did go to medical school and that their “‘hippie’ medicine works, and what [they] do is becoming less ‘alternative’ and more ‘conventional’ everyday.” 38

Massage therapy encompasses a range of different types of techniques; however, the typical massage consists of “long smooth strokes, kneading, and circular movements on superficial layers of muscle using massage lotion or oil.” 39 Massage therapy is intended to improve circulation by bringing nutrients, such as oxygen, to body tissue. 40 Patients seek massages for a variety of common health conditions including back pain, arthritis, carpal tunnel, and headaches. 41 Nevertheless, scientific studies currently “lack the methodological quality to draw firm conclusions regarding massage therapy’s effectiveness.” 42

Meditation can carry different meanings depending upon the context. Nevertheless, in regard to the alleged healing powers of meditation, meditators believe the root of any illness is the mind. 43 Thus, by “attending to the mind, clearing it of any disturbances, the recovery speeds up.” 44 Some studies support the proposition that meditation positively impacts mental and physical health, for example, by improving immune function. 45 Conversely, the National Institutes of Health acknowledges that adverse consequences of meditation can occur. 46 Therefore, it warns prospective meditators to confirm the qualifications of meditation instructors and urges that meditation should not be used as a “replacement for conventional [health] care or as a reason to postpone seeing a doctor.” 47

This brief review of various types of CAM illustrates that there are two common perspectives of CAM. The first view, the orthodox perspective, is that CAM practitioners “subscribe[] to absurd theories and inane, sometimes dangerous, therapies” 48 and that CAM patients suffer from the practitioner’s “ignorance of . . .
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The second view, that of CAM proponents, is that CAM practitioners are “well-intentioned healers” who are rewarded for their valiant efforts with legal harassment from conventional practitioners who are both “fearful of . . . competition and determined to maintain . . . power.” Consequently, “verbal and political war” has occasionally erupted between CAM supporters and CAM opponents. Support for the conflicting positions varies wildly depending on the particular alternative treatment at issue. Nevertheless, this us-versus-them mentality exists among proponents and opponents of CAM regardless of the legitimacy of such a divide and regardless of the fact that most CAM users take an integrative approach to health care that involves both orthodox and alternative methods of care.

B. The Growth of Complementary and Alternative Medicine

CAM is becoming increasingly prominent in the health-care realm. CAM is widely used and growing in popularity, prompting one scholar to conclude that “medicine in the United States is undergoing a quiet revolution.” According to a 2008 report prepared by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM) and the National Center for Health Statistics (part of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), the percentage of adults that use some form of CAM climbed from 36% in 2002 to 38.3% in 2007.

The prominence of CAM use in the United States is also reflected in the costs that individuals are willing to pay for CAM products and services. Americans spent $33.9 billion out of pocket on CAM products and services in 2007, accounting for 11.2% of total out-of-pocket expenditures on health care. Approximately one-quarter of the total out-of-pocket spending on physician visits was spent on an estimated 354.2 million visits to CAM practitioners such as acupuncturists, chiropractors, and massage therapists.

Patients have reported using complementary and alternative therapies for both health promotion and disease prevention. Furthermore, patients have reported using CAM because conventional medicine is either too expensive or could not cure their disease.
chronic medical conditions or because CAM is “more congruent with their values, beliefs and philosophical orientations towards health and life.” Nevertheless, most individuals take an integrative approach—one that utilizes CAM techniques and conventional treatments—to fulfill their health-care needs.

The market has responded to the steady growth and popularity of CAM practices and products. For instance, one 2011 national survey revealed that growing numbers of hospitals offered various alternative health-care services in addition to conventional medical care. Forty-two percent of hospitals responded that they offer one or more alternative therapies, including chiropractic care, acupuncture, massage therapy, and homeopathy. This is a 13.5% increase from the number of hospitals that offered such medical services in 2007. The introduction of alternative options was largely a response to patient demand.

Fueled by patient demand, as well as a growing body of scientific research demonstrating the efficacy of certain alternative practices, an increasing number of insurance companies are now covering alternative health-care services. For example, a survey of eighteen major HMOs and insurance providers, such as Aetna, Medicare, Prudential, and Kaiser Permanente, found that fourteen of the providers covered at least eleven of the thirty-four alternative treatments studied. Another study ranked the complementary and alternative practices that were most commonly covered by employee health plans. The survey, performed by the International Society of Certified Employee Benefit Specialists, found that eighty-six percent of the plans covered chiropractic care, seventy-five percent covered acupuncture, forty-one percent covered massage therapy, eighteen percent covered naturopathy, and ten percent covered homeopathy.

Some states have even mandated coverage for various CAM approaches. For example, Washington’s Every Category of Provider (ECOP) law requires that insurance companies reimburse all licensed health-care providers for treatment of covered conditions. Under ECOP, “health carriers shall not exclude any category...
of providers licensed by the state of Washington who provide health care services or care within the scope of their practice for conditions covered by basic health plan (BHP) services.”71 Furthermore, Washington is not the only state government to mandate coverage of CAM services.72

Attempts to mandate CAM coverage have also been made at the federal level.73 For example, the Federal Acupuncture Coverage Act of 2011 would have provided acupuncture coverage under the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program and Medicare.74 More recently, multiple sources have opined that various provisions of the ACA express support for CAM.75 Consequently, political and verbal warfare has once again pitted proponents and opponents of CAM against one another. The opponents’ perspective is that greedy CAM practitioners view the ACA as a means to reap large profits by forcing more insurance companies to pay for ineffective treatments.76 Conversely, the view expressed by CAM aficionados is that the new law will increase the ability of those from all income levels to gain access to effective medical care that is normally limited to out-of-pocket payments.77 Because the impact of various provisions of the ACA on CAM remains largely unknowable, this “war” shows no sign of abating.

C. What Is the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act?

The ACA was signed into law by President Barack Obama on March 23, 2010.78 The legislation encompasses comprehensive health-care reform measures focused on improving the quality and affordability of health care and expanding health-care coverage.79 These measures are currently being implemented and will continue to be implemented over the next several years.80

Perhaps the best-known aspect of the ACA is its mandate requiring most legal residents to obtain health insurance. The individual mandate requires all individuals subject to the mandate81 who do not have insurance coverage through an employer,
Medicaid, Medicare, or another public insurance program to obtain a private insurance policy. All individuals who fail to obtain coverage, with some exceptions, will face a tax penalty beginning in 2014. On June 28, 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of this mandate. Consequently, health-insurance coverage is predicted to expand by thirty-two million covered individuals by 2019.

Recognizing the need to increase the quality of health-care coverage, the ACA requires certain insurers to cover “essential health benefits” and limits out-of-pocket costs for such benefits. States expanding Medicaid coverage must similarly provide these benefits to those newly eligible for Medicaid. Essential health benefits include ambulatory patient services; emergency services; hospitalization; maternity and newborn care; mental health and substance-use disorder services, including behavioral-health treatment; prescription drugs; rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices; laboratory services; preventative and wellness services and chronic-disease management; and pediatric services, including oral and vision care. This package of benefits establishes the minimum benefits that insurance plans must cover; however, the plans may also offer additional benefits.
To implement this requirement, each state selected a “benchmark plan” to serve as a reference point for coverage of essential health benefits. States were required to choose an essential health-benefit benchmark plan by December 26, 2012. The plan was to be chosen from among the following plans operating within the state: “the three largest small group plans, the three largest state employee health plans, the three largest federal employee health plan options, or the largest HMO offered in the state’s commercial market.” If a state failed to choose a benchmark plan, that state defaulted to the largest small-group plan in the state.

States took a variety of approaches to benchmark-plan selection, including intergovernmental decision making, stakeholder engagement, and analysis of benchmark-plan options. The accepted benchmark plans ultimately defined the essential health benefits that are required to be covered by plans effective in their respective states. The state benchmark plans are transitional policies, which the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) will monitor and potentially revisit in 2016.

II. THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF THE ACA ON CAM

A. The ACA’s Potential To Favorably Impact CAM

State benchmark plans vary widely in their coverage of CAM approaches to health care. For example, Washington’s benchmark plan embraces CAM treatments, mandating coverage of both chiropractic and acupuncture treatments and even requiring coverage of unlimited visits to an acupuncturist for chemical-dependency treatment. Indiana covers twelve chiropractic visits per year for spinal manipulation and manual medical-intervention services; however, the plan explicitly excludes services or supplies related to other forms of complementary and alternative medicine, such as acupuncture, homeopathy, naturopathy, massage therapy, electromagnetic therapy, and hypnosis. The Utah benchmark plan, on the other hand, views CAM treatments unfavorably in their entirety by refusing to mandate
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coverage of acupuncture or chiropractic visits and excluding homeopathic medicines from coverage.\textsuperscript{100}

One commentator has referred to the lack of CAM coverage as “an outright violation of the law” that will have to be dealt with.\textsuperscript{101} In reaching this conclusion, the commentator relies on one clause of the ACA in particular—section 2706\textsuperscript{102}—that prohibits discriminating against any health-care provider with a state-recognized license or certification.\textsuperscript{103} CAM proponents thus believe that the law requires integrative health-care professionals, including licensed or certified CAM practitioners, to be included in health-plan coverage. As an illustrative example, proponents argue that the nondiscrimination clause requires a licensed chiropractor who treats a patient for back pain to be reimbursed as would any traditional medical doctor who treats the same symptom.\textsuperscript{104}

In addition to the nondiscrimination clause of the ACA, commentators believe that further “nods to alternative medicine” are woven throughout other portions of the legislation.\textsuperscript{105} For example, they cite section 3502 of the ACA,\textsuperscript{106} which focuses on establishing “community health teams to support the patient-centered medical home.”\textsuperscript{107} These community health teams are to be interdisciplinary and interprofessional.\textsuperscript{108} Thus, the health teams may include “doctors of chiropractic” and “licensed complementary and alternative medicine practitioners.”\textsuperscript{109}

Proponents of CAM have rallied behind these provisions to conclude that the ACA is the latest legitimization of their practices.\textsuperscript{110} Opponents of CAM, citing the same provisions, have expressed concern that such “legitimization” may result in the government becoming forced to pay for coverage of bogus treatments for vulnerable patients.\textsuperscript{111} The resultant verbal warfare between proponents and opponents of CAM has recently shifted in form to become more political in nature. Section 2706 of the ACA, the nondiscrimination clause, was added to the legislation by Senator Tom

\textsuperscript{101} Kaiser Health News & Rao, supra note 10.
\textsuperscript{102} Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act § 2706, 42 U.S.C. § 300gg-5 (2012).
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\textsuperscript{104} Id. This nondiscrimination requirement may also create new issues in the area of tort law regarding informed consent. For instance, a surgical center may need to inform a candidate for back surgery of alternative treatments performed by chiropractors or acupuncturists to treat back pain. See generally Peter H. Schuck, Rethinking Informed Consent, 103 YALE L.J. 899 (1994) (discussing the doctrinal history of informed consent).
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\textsuperscript{110} See, e.g., Kaiser Health News & Rao, supra note 10.
\textsuperscript{111} E.g., Salzberg, supra note 76 (“Section 2706 opens the door to anyone who provides what they claim is health care—no matter how ridiculous the claim—to file a lawsuit claiming discrimination if an insurance company won’t pay for their services. You could start offering dried bird poop for arthritis, call it ‘avian nature therapy,’ and if an insurer won’t pay for it, you can sue.”).
Harkin (D–IA) following heavy lobbying efforts by the American Chiropractic Association and the Integrative Healthcare Policy Consortium.\textsuperscript{112} On July 24, 2013, Representative Andy Harris (R–MD) introduced a bill seeking the removal of section 2706 from the ACA.\textsuperscript{113} James Madara, on behalf of the AMA, wrote to Representative Harris to express support for the legislative proposal to repeal section 2706.\textsuperscript{114} Among others, lobbyists for the American Chiropractic Association have responded, stating that the “repressive” bill favoring traditional medical-doctor hegemony is a “sickening exercise, a knee jerk attack against the freedom of the people.”\textsuperscript{115}

This increasingly rancorous commentary surrounding the future impact of the ACA on licensed complementary and alternative medical practitioners largely assumes that the impact will be a positive one. However, the commentary ignores another possibility—the ACA may spell doom for alternative medical practices. A closer look at the legislation demonstrates that this possibility is as likely as, if not more likely than, the possibility that the ACA will favorably affect CAM.

\section*{B. The ACA’s Potential To Adversely Impact CAM}

Despite the alleged nods to alternative medicine sprinkled throughout the ACA, the seemingly pro-CAM provisions will likely prove inconsequential. CAM approaches may play an insignificant role in patient health care under such provisions, which would adversely impact complementary and alternative providers. Moreover, other provisions of the ACA may ultimately slow, or even reverse, the growing demand for CAM services.

The nondiscrimination provision\textsuperscript{116} included in the ACA may not result in the lucrative impact on alternative-care providers that some commentators have predicted.\textsuperscript{117} For example, lobbyists may ultimately cause the provision to be repealed.\textsuperscript{118} Even if repeal is not achieved, concerns that suits will arise even when “ridiculous”\textsuperscript{119} treatments are not covered are exaggerated. These concerns are overstated for two reasons. First, just because an alternative-care provider is a covered provider does not necessarily mean that all services provided by him or her will be covered. Second, differences in coverage will not always be discriminatory.

\textsuperscript{112.} Id.
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\textsuperscript{119.} \textit{E.g.}, Salzberg, \textit{supra} note 76 (“You could start offering dried bird poop for arthritis, call it ‘avian nature therapy,’ and if an insurer won’t pay for it, you can sue.”).
The ACA only mandates that “essential health benefits” be covered. Therefore, if a policy does not cover a certain service because it is not a required essential health benefit, then that service is not covered regardless of what type of provider performs that service. For example, preventative services characterized as essential health benefits include abdominal aortic aneurysm one-time screening, alcohol-misuse screening, blood-pressure screening, cholesterol screening, depression screening, diabetes screening, diet counseling, HIV screening, and immunizations and vaccines. Such procedures are largely beyond the scope of services offered by many CAM providers such as chiropractors and acupuncturists.

Furthermore, even if an essential health benefit is within the scope of an alternative-care provider’s practice, failures to reimburse the provider may still occur. For example, an insurer may ban all coverage of chiropractic or acupuncturist services, as has been done under the transitional essential health benefit state benchmark plans. Moreover, the ACA only covers state-licensed or state-certified health-care providers. Whereas all chiropractors must be licensed to engage in certain practices, some states have not required a license to practice naturopathy or homeopathy as long as the provider discloses that he or she will be providing unlicensed healing-arts services. Therefore, a state may avoid reimbursement of various CAM providers by not providing for licensure or certification under state law—an exercise of the state’s constitutional authority to regulate activities that affect the public health, safety, and welfare of its citizens.

CAM providers may face other legitimate forms of disparate treatment. For example, the state may require applying practitioners to have particular training, experience, or certification that is much more difficult for an alternative-care provider to obtain than for a traditional medical doctor. Such actions may not be deemed illegal even if they ultimately adversely affect CAM providers, because these requirements can likely be explained as essential to patient protection if they reasonably relate to the acquisition of safe and efficacious medical treatments.

120. See supra notes 87–90 and accompanying text.
125. See, e.g., Goldfarb v. Va. State Bar, 421 U.S. 773, 792 (1975) (recognizing that states “have a compelling interest in the practice of professions within their boundaries, and that as part of their power to protect the public health, safety, and other valid interests they have broad power to establish standards for licensing practitioners and regulating the practice of professions”).
126. See id.
127. See id.; see also Paul B. Ginsburg & Ernest Moy, Physician Licensure and the Quality of Care: The Role of New Information Technologies, REG.: CATO REV. BUS. & GOV’T., Fall 1992, at 32.
The nondiscrimination clause seems consistent with this determination, considering that its terms allow insurers to vary reimbursement based on “quality or performance measures.” Those CAM practices that cannot be scientifically proven to be as efficacious as mainstream practices could, therefore, be reimbursed at lower rates. In short, CAM proponents’ enthusiasm that section 2706 will end all disparate treatment of CAM providers and ultimately lead to a wide acceptance of alternative treatments is, at the very least, overstated.

Proponents’ enthusiasm surrounding the mention of alternative health-care providers in the “health teams” provisions of the ACA is also questionable when considered along with other provisions of the ACA. First, selection of alternative health-care providers as part of such a “team” is discretionary. Second, the health-care team must provide “safe and high-quality care through evidence-informed medicine,” and services must be “appropriate” and “cost-effective.” Considerations of cost effectiveness and evidence of medicinal value (or, more likely, a lack thereof) will probably result in many alternative-care methods being exempted from health-insurance coverage regardless of whether they are part of a health team’s prescribed treatments.

Not only are the supposedly pro-alternative-care provisions of the ACA less significant than some commentators assert, other provisions of the ACA may adversely affect complementary- and alternative-care providers. The provisions that

128. Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act § 2706(a), 42 U.S.C. § 300gg-5(a) (2012). There are a number of methods that have been used in the past in defining “pay for performance.” Michael G. Trisolini, Introduction to Pay for Performance, in Pay for Performance in Health Care: Methods and Approaches 7, 14 (Jerry Cromwell et al. eds., 2011). Programs that “pay for quality” assess quality by quantitatively determining successful outcomes of various treatments. Id. Programs that “pay for reporting” allow reimbursement for providers who establish a designed reporting system. Id. This system often becomes a “pay for quality” system once providers become comfortable with the reporting system. Id. Programs that “pay for efficiency” reward cost reduction and containment. Id. Lastly, a “pay for value” system combines quality and cost measures. Id. Regardless of the quality and performance measurements that the ACA ultimately requires, each of these programs of pay often reimburses physicians that can demonstrate successful clinical outcomes; a high level of patient safety; cost effectiveness; and the adherence to evidence-based medical practice, which involves following guidelines produced in peer-reviewed articles or that are endorsed by national accreditation organizations. Gregory C. Pope, Overview of Pay for Performance Models and Issues, in Pay for Performance in Health Care, supra, at 33, 34–35, 38.
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135. See, e.g., Paul A. Offit, Do You Believe in Magic? The Sense and Nonsense of Alternative Medicine (2013) (arguing that although some alternative therapies are helpful due to the placebo response, many alternative therapies are ineffective, expensive, and even deadly).
have the potential to eliminate, or severely curtail, alternative-care providers from being included in insurance coverage are the ACA’s provisions regarding essential health benefits. Insurance policies must cover at least ten categories of essential health benefits in order to be certified under the ACA and offered through state-based “purchasing exchanges.” Congress charged the HHS to further define these categories of patient care.

The HHS has, at least currently, allowed state governments to formulate their own minimum requirements for a health-insurance plan by choosing from an existing plan offered in their states—the aforementioned state benchmark plans. As previously indicated, states have demonstrated a varying degree of willingness to cover CAM. Some states, such as Utah, explicitly exclude all alternative-care practices, whereas multiple other states, such as Indiana, explicitly exclude virtually all alternative practices except chiropractic care. Therefore, many of the currently adopted plans will not favorably affect complementary and alternative medical practitioners.

This unfavorable treatment of alternative health care may be exacerbated by the HHS’s ability to revisit the benchmark issue in 2016. The ACA requires the HHS to review and make necessary updates to the essential health-care benefits. During the review process, “medical evidence” and “scientific advancement” must be considered. Moreover, upon revisiting the essential health benefits, any particular state-mandated benefit that is not characterized as an essential health benefit must be excluded from federal coverage.

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) was charged with assisting the HHS in defining essential health benefits by proposing criteria that should be used to decide which benefits are most important for coverage. The IOM’s recommendations have, thus far, specified that only medically necessary services should be covered and that covered services need to be based on credible evidence of effectiveness. Similarly, the IOM’s criteria for individual services state that the services should be supported by a sufficient evidence base, and any update to essential health benefits must be data driven, with evaluations of care based, in part, upon “objective clinical evidence and actuarial reviews.”

136. See supra note 89 and accompanying text.
138. Id.
139. See supra notes 87–97 and accompanying text.
140. See supra text accompanying notes 98–100.
141. Compare Utah Plan, supra note 100, at 4, 6, with Indiana Plan, supra note 99, at 12.
142. See supra note 97 and accompanying text.
146. Id. at 79.
147. See id. at 64.
148. See id. at 150.
149. Id. at 52.
The alternative health techniques or procedures to be covered by some of the state-mandated benchmark plans would likely have to survive this rigorous level of scientific scrutiny in order to be considered essential health benefits. Many such techniques and procedures will be unable to satisfy this standard. Moreover, the ACA prevents federal subsidization of state-mandated procedures or treatments that exceed the essential health benefits as defined by the HHS. In other words, states, rather than the federal government, would be responsible for subsidizing those treatments that are mandated but not deemed essential health benefits for individuals who cannot afford the premiums on plans encompassing such treatments. From an economic standpoint, this is a disincentive for states to design or keep mandates that do not fall within the HHS’s definition of an essential health benefit. Therefore, as the ACA matures past its implementation stage, there is a possibility that alternative-care practices, especially those lacking sufficient evidence of medical effectiveness, will continue to be eliminated from coverage.

This elimination from coverage could ultimately spell disaster for the growth of alternative health-care practices that are not considered, according to orthodox Western medical standards, “evidence-based.” This issue may be compounded by demographic characteristics associated with the use of CAM. Many low-income and uninsured adults cite lower cost as a reason for seeking alternative medical treatments. Although some individuals cited other reasons, such as congruence with their philosophical orientation toward health care or lack of conventional medicine to cure their specific condition, uninsured individuals were four times more likely to be CAM users than their insured counterparts. These individuals, likely to become insured pursuant to the ACA’s individual mandate, may switch to conventional treatments as those treatments become more affordable. If these individuals replace their alternative-care practitioners with conventional medical providers, demand for alternative care may ultimately decrease among the largest demographic of individuals that seek alternative care today. Therefore, the ACA may
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not only result in little coverage of alternative-care practices but may even slow the general demand for such practices.

An argument of similar import, but of perhaps less strength, arises out of the prediction that the ACA will ultimately lead to the demise of health savings accounts (HSAs). Because many consumers rely on HSAs to cover the cost of their complementary and alternative treatments, the demand for these treatments would consequently suffer. The primary concern is that HSAs cannot meet the medical loss ratio provisions in the ACA. The ACA requires that insurance plans maintain a medical loss ratio of eighty-five percent for large-group plans and eighty percent for small-group and individual plans. The medical loss ratio is calculated by determining what percentage of insurance premiums is allocated to qualifying medical expenses. A failure to maintain the prescribed percentage results in a mandatory refund to the policyholder of the excess premiums paid.

Any payments made by plan policyholders to meet the high deductibles associated with HSAs do not count as qualifying medical expenses. Generally speaking, only five percent of those with HSAs have claims paid by their insurers in any given year that would count toward the medical loss ratio. The other ninety-five percent would thus necessitate huge refunds from insurance companies to policyholders. Given the low profitability of such plans after the imposition of the ACA, HSAs will likely “disappear from the insurance marketplace,” leaving those who depended upon HSAs to pay for their complementary and alternative care without a critical source of funds to pay for such care. The ultimate effect may be a decreased demand for complementary and alternative health care.
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III. FUTURE OUTLOOK

A. The Importance of Advocacy

The subtle nuances of the various provisions of the ACA mentioned in this Note and the ways in which these provisions will be interpreted and enforced remain to be seen. The ACA, with its various nods to alternative health care, gives proponents of alternative care a foothold in gaining inclusion in the future of insured health care.\textsuperscript{167} Even so there are also mechanisms in place in the ACA that may prevent many alternative-care practices from being covered.\textsuperscript{168} With the nondiscrimination provision yet to be fully defined, the primary lesson for both proponents and opponents of CAM is that the current state of flux has produced an important opportunity for voices to be heard.

For proponents of alternative health care, this is a critical opportunity to engage in discourse with naysayers and to advocate for their inclusion in coverage pursuant to the ACA. For example, proponents should join together in their respective professional associations, continue to lobby against the suggested repeal of the nondiscrimination clause, and demonstrate the medical efficacy and cost effectiveness of various alternative practices. By joining together as their own advocates or building partnerships with mainstream practitioners, alternative-care proponents could shape the ultimate implementation of the ACA so that it has a favorable impact on CAM.

Similarly, for opponents of alternative health care, this is a critical opportunity to engage in discourse with those who believe CAM is a valid substitute for conventional medical practices. For example, opponents should join together in their respective professional associations, continue to support the bill seeking the repeal of the nondiscrimination clause, and present existing evidence that many alternative-care practices are neither cost effective nor medically efficacious under the IOM’s proposed standards for inclusion as an essential health benefit. By joining together, opponents of CAM could ultimately prevent the ACA from benefiting the field of complementary and alternative health care.

B. Suggested Interpretation of the ACA’s Nondiscrimination Provision

Section 2706 of the ACA states that a “group health plan and a health insurance issuer offering group or individual health insurance coverage shall not discriminate with respect to participation under the plan or coverage against any health care provider who is acting within the scope of that provider’s license or certification under applicable State law.”\textsuperscript{169} The U.S. Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and the Treasury have not released regulations addressing this section and do not expect to do so in the near future.\textsuperscript{170} Rather, the statutory language is allegedly
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“self-implementing”171—group health plans and health-insurance issuers offering
group or individual coverage are expected to implement section 2706 using “a good
faith, reasonable interpretation of the law.”172 The principal issue that should be
addressed in order to properly interpret section 2706 is how the term “discriminate”
should be defined. Policymakers and regulators should interpret and enforce the
section in a manner that takes both CAM opponents’ and CAM proponents’ views
into consideration.

The plain language of the statute and the legislative history of the section, extolled
by CAM proponents, support the conclusion that when a CAM provider treats a
health condition covered by an insurance plan, the provider is entitled to receive
reimbursement for the treatment from the insurance company as long as the treatment
is within the provider’s scope of practice and the provider is licensed within the
state.173 Under this view, insurance plans perpetuate discrimination against CAM
providers if they contain design features that explicitly exclude CAM providers from
even the possibility of becoming eligible for reimbursement. As an illustration, the
Utah benchmark plan explicitly excludes coverage of acupuncture and chiropractic
visits.174 Yet, Utah issues state licenses to practice both acupuncture175 and
chiropractic medicine.176 Pursuant to section 2706, these licensed CAM providers
should be eligible for reimbursement when they treat health conditions covered by an
insurance plan as long as that treatment is within the provider’s scope of practice.177
Consequently, federal and state regulators should address such discriminatory design
by eliminating blanket bans on reimbursement to CAM providers.

On the other hand, as CAM opponents may espouse, the nondiscrimination clause
should not be interpreted to proscribe all inequalities encountered by CAM
practitioners. For example, section 2706 itself does not prevent “a group health plan,
a health insurance issuer, or the Secretary from establishing varying reimbursement
rates based on quality or performance measures.”178 In other words, CAM providers
can be reimbursed at lower rates if they are deemed to be less efficacious than
orthodox medical providers.

Differing reimbursement rates between CAM practitioners and orthodox medical
practitioners are not the only type of inequality that should be permissible under
section 2706. The broader goal of the ACA is to ensure affordable and effective
health care for Americans.179 Health-care practices compatible with this framework
must presumably be cost effective, medically necessary, and supported by credible
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evidence of effectiveness. Therefore, inequalities between orthodox practices and CAM practices that arise as a result of a given CAM technique’s lack of cost effectiveness, medical necessity, or evidence base should not be deemed discriminatory. Rather, the inequality would be wholly consistent with the general purposes of the ACA.

For example, although not yet of binding force, the IOM recommended to the HHS that covered essential health benefits must be characterized by “objective clinical evidence.”  

The scientific underpinnings of many CAM treatments are questionable.  

If a given CAM treatment cannot be proven to be clinically effective to even a minimal degree, then that treatment should be eliminated from coverage. Accordingly, insurance providers should not be required to reimburse CAM practitioners for providing such services to policyholders. Moreover, if the effectiveness of a treatment is reasonable yet suspect, such a finding would at least warrant a lower reimbursement rate for the treatment. This conclusion is warranted based upon the ACA’s broader goals of providing cost-effective, efficacious medical treatment.

Although some benchmark plans allow for unlimited visits to various CAM providers for certain treatments, medical necessity and cost effectiveness may also warrant caps on the number of visits to such providers. For instance, Indiana’s benchmark plan will only cover twelve chiropractic visits per year for spinal manipulation and manual medical-intervention services. Even if visits to orthodox practitioners are not subject to such a cap, caps should not be considered discriminatory if supported by clinical evidence that the cap is based on medical necessity or cost effectiveness. Therefore, under the ACA, limits on the number of visits will, and should, be allowable rather than deemed discriminatory under section 2706.

Furthermore, the nondiscrimination policy of section 2706 only applies to licensed or certified CAM providers. If the provider is not licensed or is not providing a service that is within the scope of that license, then he or she is not eligible for reimbursement under the provision. It is within a state’s authority to choose not to license varying CAM providers. Even in instances when CAM practitioners are able to receive licenses, states may require applying practitioners to have particular training, experience, or certification that is more difficult for an alternative-care provider to obtain than for an orthodox medical practitioner. As in the context of capping the number of visits, strengthening state-licensing requirements can be explained as essential to the acquisition of safe and efficacious medical treatment rather than discrimination against CAM practitioners.

In sum, rather than banning coverage outright, states may presumably cap the number of visits to CAM providers or develop stricter licensing requirements in order to diminish insurance coverage of CAM. Similarly, lower reimbursement rates of
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CAM providers and their treatments are warranted if these providers’ services are not as cost effective, medically necessary, or scientifically efficacious as orthodox services. Such actions seem to be perfectly legal under the requirements of the ACA, which emphasizes the improvement of the affordability and adequacy of health care.

Nevertheless, making access to CAM providers prohibitively difficult or preventing meaningful reimbursement of CAM providers would violate the spirit of the nondiscrimination provision. As an illustration, if an insurance policy marketed on the health-care exchange limited the number of visits to all CAM practitioners to an unreasonably low number and reimbursed all CAM practitioners at arbitrarily low rates compared to their orthodox counterparts, then there would be a colorable claim that the policy discriminates against CAM practitioners in violation of section 2706. However, without this degree of disparate treatment of CAM practitioners, one would likely find it difficult to argue that insurance policy provisions were intended to, and did in fact, unjustly discriminate against CAM practitioners. Rather, differential treatment between orthodox medical providers and CAM providers is likely justified as a legitimate choice to provide cost-effective, scientifically credible health care to Americans under the ACA.

This Note’s suggested interpretation of the nondiscrimination provision would not result in the windfall for alternative-care providers that some commentators have predicted. While CAM providers should not be explicitly excluded from coverage, some of their services should be if the efficacy of those services cannot be clinically proven. CAM providers may also be reimbursed at lower rates and have their visits capped if clinical studies demonstrate that CAM treatments are significantly less efficacious than orthodox treatments. Nevertheless, the mere inclusion of CAM providers in plans purchased pursuant to the ACA bodes well for CAM providers. Inclusion enables them to demonstrate that their treatments are as credible as those of their orthodox counterparts and that they should be reimbursed accordingly.

Therefore, the ACA has at least given CAM practitioners a seat at the table, even if it has not provided them with something to eat—yet. Such inclusion is an unprecedented opportunity. As one commentator stated, “I think [CAM practitioners are] getting more of a voice. Is it that we’re taking over the place? Not at all! But that’s OK, we’re just happy to be part of the conversation.”

CONCLUSION

To the dismay of some advocates for mainstream medicine, CAM has recently attracted swathes of Americans who are choosing to take a more integrative approach to health care. The definitive impact of the ACA on this growing field of practice remains largely unknown. This uncertainty surrounding the future of health-care coverage has created a breeding ground for the verbal and political warfare to resume between proponents and opponents of alternative medical practices. This Note has argued that the language of and discourse surrounding the ACA has armed both CAM proponents and opponents with valid arguments and lobbying foci to assist in their efforts.
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Yet, what is at stake in these “us-versus-them” battles is more than patient choice. The outcome of this verbal and political warfare could ultimately make the best practitioners of our time, from whatever disciplines, more available to provide optimal and affordable patient care. Therefore, the formal statutory interpretation of the ACA’s nondiscrimination provision should pay heed to both positions—as stories like that of Diane Klenke demonstrate, it is “time to give collaboration, inclusion and shared leadership a chance.”
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